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The reviewer asks: What means secondary lahar?
Reply: According to the definition proposed by Legowo in 1981 “secondary or rain
lahars” are those “not directly caused by volcanic activity but is due to rainfalls after
(or during) an eruption”. However, we changed the term “secondary lahars” by other
simple forms like “lahars mobilized from recent ash falls”.

The reviewer makes the statement: This term is not of current use in inter-
national literature.
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Reply: the term has been frequently used since the original definition, explained in
literature Blong, R. (1984); Tilling, R. (1996) and is used in the 2011 United Nations
UNEP-OCHA (2011) mission report (Dr. Jean Friedrich Schneider). Tilling refers to
“secondary debris flows (lahars)” as indirect volcano hazards in contrast to “primary
debris flows (lahars)” considered as direct volcano hazards.

Reviewer: I wonder in which kind of deposits, and under which conditions
the authors assume that it is further available for formation of lahars.
Reply: The manuscript deals with tephra fall deposits resulting from the Cordón Caulle
eruption that are described in Villarosa, et-al. (2012). We describe these tephras and
the particular situation derived from the coeval and alternated deposition of snow and
pyroclastic materials during the first stages of the eruption. Mobilization of this kind
of unconsolidated pyroclastic deposits during intense pluvial events may form sec-
ondary lahars, as it has been indicated by the United Nations UNEP-OCHA mission,
(UNEP-OCHA, 2011; Baumann et al., 2011; Elissondo et al., 2011; Wilson et-al., 2013)

Reviewer: I wonder if the new program, which derives from TITAN2D, is
able to account also for more diluted flows, in which the fluid phase contributes
to particle support and flow motion. This is an issue not sufficiently explained in
the text. In particular, which is the maximum dilution at which the model outputs
are physically sound?
Reply: as explained in the paper, the program take into account for both of the phases,
accounting “ for the two phase behavior of lahars” (page 6376, line 26). In page 6379,
line 4, we stated ” if ϕf → 1 Eq. (3) becomes the “ typical shallow water approach of
hydraulics”, which mean that the model copes even with pure fluid extreme. However,
we add an statement to make this capabilities more clear.
Reviewer: Lines 5-10 page 6379. The statement requires references
Reply: we are sending a companion paper and adding the respective reference.
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Reviewer: The assumptions made for setting the initial conditions seems
to contradict some previous statements It is not clear which kind of thickness
they used.
Reply: we modified the respective redaction to provide more clarity.

Reviewer: The assumed solid fluid ratio of 0.3 seems not effective, be-
cause they previously stated that these deposits are no longer present on the
valley catchments. Therefore, this is a pure hypothesis that needs to be better
constrained (as an example using observed lahars in the area), or compared
with results obtained using other solid-fluid ratios
Reply: the initial volume fraction was estimated from the actual snow-ash pack
deposited during the 2011 eruption as stated in page 6379, lines 19-23. The idea was
to study the actual hazard from the deposits of the Cordon Caulle 2011 eruption.

Reviewer: Which kind of probability you are talking about? From which
data you derived it?
Reply: we modified the redaction to privide a more clear statement, which avoids
references to non measured probabilities.
Reviewer: The authors consider exceptionally good that the simulated flows
inundate the urban expansion zone?
Reply: we changed the world “outstanding” and modified the redaction accordingly.

Reviewer: It is not clear throughout the manuscript if the Authors describe
results used during the volcanic crisis or they talk about something that could
be happen in the future
Reply: as explained through the paper, we decribed the results during the volcanic
crisis. However, we modified the redaction in order to the paper to avoid this doubt

Reviewer: If this is true, the results need to be compared with what really
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occurred in the following 3 years As there is no lahars large enough to reach the
town up to now, we cannot do any comparison other than to describe what have
happen from 2011. We add some paragraphs in page 6376 that relate what have
happen from 2011.

Reviewer: The DEM precision is a vital parameter A good discussion of
this point can be found in Capra et al. , and should be cited
Reply: that was one of the points on the paper, where we found critical diferences in
the results using different DEMs. This is compatible with the studies done by Capra
el al (2011) and Stefanescu et al (2011). We are including such references in the paper.

Reviewer: NHESS is a scientific journal, not a report for authorities. Therefore,
the science need to be better explained and discussed in order to be of appeal
for a wide international audience. A more accurate and expanded discussion
section is therefore needed.
Reply: we are modifiying the conclusions in order to account for these recomendations.
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